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Industrial production index narrows the health of the industry which had batted a good growth especially for a decade. Industry’s response to the factors impacting the political and socio-economic scenario is reflected in IP which was negative (5%) in June 2011 compared to 24% in the previous month and 15% in June last year. According to sources, this shows that maximum fall in cut- ture goods. Manufacturing of electrical machinery and appa- ratus, machinery and equipment manufac- turing and transport equipment manufacturing have been negative. In the month of May 2011, these three categories have been positive in terms of manufacturing production, with growth of 11% and 3% respectively. Industry’s response to the factors impacting the political and socio-economic scenario is reflected in IP which was negative (5%) in June 2011 compared to 24% in the previous month and 15% in June last year. According to sources, this shows that maximum fall in cut- ture goods. Manufacturing of electrical machinery and appa- ratus, machinery and equipment manufac- turing and transport equipment manufacturing have been negative. In the month of May 2011, these three categories have been positive in terms of manufacturing production, with growth of 11% and 3% respectively.